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ABSTRACT

The human face displays a variety of expressions like smile,

sorrow, surprise etc. All these expressions constitute non-

rigid motions of various features of the face. These expres-

sions lead to a significant change in the appearance of a fa-

cial image which leads to a drop in the recognition accu-

racy of a face-recognition system trained with neutral faces.

There are other factors like pose and illumination which

also lead to performance drops. Researchers have proposed

methods to tackle the effects of pose and illumination; how-

ever, there has been little work on how to tackle expressions.

In this work, we attempt to address the issue of expres-

sion invariant face-recognition. We present pre-processing

steps for converting a smiling face to a neutral face. We ex-

pect that this would in turn make the vector in the feature

space to be closer to the correct vector in the gallery, in an

appearance-based face recognition. This conjecture is sup-

ported by our recognition results which demonstrate that the

accuracy goes up if we include the expression-normalization

block.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pose, illumination and expression variations are three im-

portant issues to be dealt with in the area of face-recognition.

An image of a person taken under a different state of pose,

lighting and expression than the one in the gallery is likely

to be classified wrongly because of the increase in distance

(measured with an appropriate metric) from the image in the

gallery corresponding to the correct identity. Therefore, for

robust face-recognition, it is imperative that we compensate

for the effects of the three issues mentioned above.

Researchers have suggested methods to tackle the ef-

fects of pose and illumination [1, 2]. In this paper, we at-

tempt to study the effects of expressions on face-recognition

performance and also try to compensate for these expres-

sions.

2. MOTIVATION

In order to robustly tackle the issues mentioned above, the

best way would be to somehow separate the identity from

the expression/lighting condition in the facial image. How-

ever, we do not have any expression-invariant metrics for

face-recognition. Hence we will do some pre-processing to

convert faces with expression into neutral faces before using

them for recognition. We expect this to bring the resulting

image closer to the image in the gallery of faces with neutral

expressions.

We note that such processing will help only to a cer-

tain extent; robust neutralization of expression calls for a

generative 3D model of the face that models the geometric

and textural changes corresponding to the various expres-

sions accurately. This means that we will be able to correct

for the changes in geometric location of the various facial

features and we will also be able to remove artifacts. How-

ever, subtle expressions involving outward projection of the

cheek, pointed nose etc are difficult to correct using a single

image.

3. PREVIOUS WORK

For many decades now, researchers have been trying to un-

derstand and characterize facial expression. One of the early

works in this area has been by Ekman [3] describing facial

expressions in terms of basic motions of various parts of the

face such as lips, eyebrows etc. Later, this idea was formal-

ized in terms of the Facial Animation Parameters (FAP) in

the MPEG-4 Facial Animation Coding System.

There has been a lot of work in the areas of expression

recognition, synthesis of expression sequences etc. For clas-

sifying expression in video sequences, Yaser and Davis [4]

used optical flow-field vectors as feature points for a radial

basis network classifier.

Works on generation of synthetic images with facial ex-

pression have traditionally relied on building 3D facial mod-

els of the person using a set of images under different poses.
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After accurate matching of a 3D morphable model to a face,

Vetter et al. [5] changed the weights of some ‘expression-

eigenvectors’ to check if this leads to a change in expression

of the synthesized image. However, there is no strong jus-

tification for a linear model for expressions. There is little

work on a generic conversion technique to convert a single

image into the neutral expression for the purpose of aiding

recognition.

4. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Assume that we have a still-image face-recognition system

trained with images of people having a neutral expression,

with frontal pose, and with similar illumination conditions.

Assume that the recognition system is based on one of the

existing classifiers like PCA [6], LDA [7, 8] or EGBM [9].

Such classifiers work reasonably well when images of the

people with same illumination/pose/expression conditions

are presented to it. Our goal is to boost the recognition-

accuracy on faces with expression by including an expression-

normalization block.

The expressions that lead to the greatest change in the

appearance of a face are the those that involve the motions

of lips and jaws. Therefore, we consider only those expres-

sions which involve different configurations of the mouth

such as in smile, surprise, etc. We do not consider other

subtle expressions involving tightening of nose muscles be-

cause (i) they do not affect appearances so much and (ii)

they are difficult to correct without an accurate 3D model.

5. MESH BASED TRANSFORMATION

Our approach to expression normalization would be to change

the appearance of a face using a triangular mesh model of

generic human face. We used CANDIDE [10], a generic

face model (Refer Fig. 1) with support for the various basic

motions of the facial features. In this work, we considered

the following motions: (i) upper lip raiser, (ii) jaw dropper,

(iii) lip stretcher, (iv) lip corner depresser and (v) lip presser.

5.1. Global affine warp

We register the mesh on the facial image accurately such

that the various features of the mesh coincide with the fea-

tures in the image. Active appearance models [11] en-

able automatic registration by attempting to find the optimal

shape and appearance parameters so that the model best de-

scribes the face.

Once the mesh is registered to the given image, we change

the geometry of the mesh to bring it to the neutral state. In

this process, we will also need to do the texture mapping

from the original mesh to the new mesh. We tackle this

problem by doing a piecewise affine warping of the texture.
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Fig. 1. CANDIDE - the generic face model

The transformation of the texture from a face with expres-

sion to a neutral face is definitely more complicated than an

affine warping. However, for expressions involving simple

displacements of various facial features, we can assume that

illumination of moving points do not change too much. So

an affine mapping is a good approximation.

5.2. Correction of local artifacts

The resulting face will have all its features at correct lo-

cations but there will be some artifacts because the affine

warping will preserve the wrinkles due to the facial expres-

sion. We need to remove these artifacts for the images to

look realistic and increase the recognition accuracy.

Since the mesh is registered to the face, we know the

locations in the image where we expect to find wrinkles.

We observe that most of the wrinkles can be modeled by a

smoothly varying texture surface that has prominent peaks

or valleys at the position of the artifacts. This is illustrated

in Fig. 2, where we plot the texture as a 2D surface. Note the

valley corresponding to the prominent wrinkle in the facial

image.

If we think of such textures as thin plates, we observe

that wrinkles cause a lot of bending of these plates. We

would expect that if we remove the valleys in such surfaces

and interpolate them smoothly, this will remove the wrinkle

from the image while still preserving the exact variation of

the texture near the wrinkle. The next question is how to

model the surface and how to remove the wrinkle. We use

the idea of thin-plate splines to model the texture variations

in the area near a wrinkle.

The steps of the algorithm are listed below. We use the

term ‘surface’ to refer to the texture surface in a small por-

tion of an image.

1. We register the triangular mesh to the given image
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Fig. 2. Texture surface near a wrinkle

and move the triangles so as to change the configu-

ration of the face. Then we generate the new image

corresponding to the new configuration by means of

a piecewise affine warp.

2. For areas of the image where there are wrinkles, we

approximate the texture surface S by means of a sum

of functions of the form a1+xax+yay+
∑p

i=1 wiU(|Pi−
(x, y)|) where U(r) = −r2log(r2) is as defined in

[12]. First we use an averaging filter to smoothen the

surface S and get Savg. We also choose a threshold

for approximation.

3. We find the error between the actual surface Savg

and the approximated (using thin-plate splines) sur-

face Srec. To the list of points Pi currently used to

approximate the surface, we add the point giving the

maximum error in reconstruction. We initialize this

process by choosing a random set of 5 points for ap-

proximation.

4. We terminate the above process when the maximum

error of reconstruction is within the threshold. Denote

the set of points that reconstruct the surface Savg by

the set A.

5. We now find the edges in the portion of the image

that we are analyzing. We expect to see prominant

edges if there are any peaks/valleys in the surface. If

the region is relatively smooth, we will (i) be able to

approximate the intended surface by lesser number of

points and (ii) we will not see prominent edge pat-

terns. We compute the Euclidean distance transform

corresponding to this edge-map.

6. To unconstrain the surface from the peak or valley, we

adopt the following approach: For each point in the

set A, look up the distance transform (DT) calculated

above. If this is below a threshold, then it means the

point is near the wrinkle. Therefore we would like to
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Fig. 3. Profile of the texture near a wrinkle. (A) shows

the original profile S, (B) shows the profile after aver-

aging Savg, (C) shows the profile after wrinkle removal

Ssmoothrec and (D) shows the profile Snewtex after the

smooth variations have been added

release the texture constraint on this. Hence, we move

only those points whose DT is above the threshold

into a set B.

7. Reconstruct the surface using the set of points in B to

get Ssmoothrec.

8. Add S−Savg to Ssmoothrec to get Snewtex. This step

preserves the fine variations in texture. Recall that we

ignored these fine variations when we averaged S to

get Savg.

9. Assign the texture of the points in S to Snewtex.

10. Repeat the above process for every region in the face

where we expect to find wrinkles.

This method efficiently preserves the texture variations

surrounding a wrinkle while smoothly interpolating over the

wrinkle. This leads to a visually pleasing variation of the

texture without unwanted edges. In addition, we are not

drastically changing the texture variation in other regions of

the face. To illustrate the algorithm, we include profiles of

the texture variation at various stages in Fig. 3.

6. RESULTS

We now give the results of our experiments on evaluation

of recognition accuracy. We used the images in the FERET

database that were in the frontal pose and with uniform illu-

mination. The database contains neutral and smiling faces

satisfying the above requirement.

For face recognition, we implemented a PCA+LDA [13]

classifier. We tested for recognition by randomly picking a

subset of the set of images and using them in the recognizer.

We found that when faces with different expressions related
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Fig. 4. Examples of expression normalized faces. The

first column has neutral faces (ground truth), the second has

smiling faces and the third column has neutralized faces ob-

tained from the smiling faces

to the mouth were fed into the classifier as such, recognition

accuracy was 67.5%. But when the faces were expression

normalized, the recognition accuracy jumped to 73.8% in-

dicating that expression normalization makes the facial im-

age move closer to the image in the gallery corresponding

to the correct identity. This is also expected since we are

doing appearance-based face-recognition; so if two images

look almost similar, it is expected that they will be grouped

together by appearance-based classifiers.

In Fig. 4, we have included some images that have been

converted into neutral expression. The visual quality of

these images looks reasonably good, better than the results

of the statistical learning technique that we implemented.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated that accuracy of a face-

recognition system can be improved by converting the facial

expressions to neutral expression before feeding it to a face-

recognition system. We have developed a simple technique

that will normalize a face with expressions, involving sim-

ple displacements of the various facial features. We have

obtained neutral faces with good visual quality as well as

higher recognition accuracy.

We also note that assuming linear models and using sta-

tistical learning techniques may not be the best way to deal

with expressions; they are definitely not the most intuitive.

To handle more complex expressions calls for an accurate

generative 3D model of the face that models the exact tex-

ture mapping from one expression to another.
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